
PREMIUM REFINISHING KIT INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Tub, Tile, Wall Surround, & Sink Re�nishing Kit

Step 1: Clear the tub of all personal items. Make sure there is positive 
air-�ow as well as good ventilation on work areas at all time.

CLEAN TUB THOROUGHLY!  Scrub bathtub with Ajax or Comet paying 
special attention to heavy soap area's. NOTE: ANY soap residue left behind 
will prevent bonding and cause failure.

Step 2: Using either a razor blade or sharp scraper remove the caulk 
around bathtub or walls. (optional)

Step 3: With a single edge razor blade scrape down the bathtub 
thoroughly keeping special attention to areas under the soap tray and 
drain area. Wipe all scrapings and foreign materials into a trash bag that 
should be next to you at all times for garbage. Never place tools or scraper 
on toilet seat covers, counter tops or linoleum �oors. Scrub the bathtub or 
walls thoroughly with Scotch-Bright pad or sponge using etching cleaner 
provided with warm water. Use protective gloves and eye protection. 
Water can be used from the bathtub or bucket. Rinse well. While the 
bathtub or walls is still damp, sand the bathtub completely using sand 
paper provided. Rinse well.

Step 4: Place glove or plastic bag over the tub spout and shower head to 
avoid water dripping on the bathtub. Using a blow dryer or strong wet-vac, 
blow water out of drain and wall areas.  NOTE: Drying the complete surface 
especially at the drain is extremely important. ANY moisture while rolling 
will result in failure. When the surfaces are very dry, use blue painters tape 
to mask o� walls around bathtub and tub drain. If re�nishing both bathtub 
and walls, you will not need to tape o� the wall area around the bathtub. 

Limited Warranty: Tub Re�nishing, Inc. DBA Munro Products or 
Munro Bath Systems as follows; this warranty is in lieu of all other written 
or unwritten, expressed or implied warranties, and Tub Re�nishing, Inc. 
DBA Munro Products or Munro Bath Systems expressly disclaims any 
warranty of merchantability or �tness for a particular purpose. The buyer 
assumes all risks whatsoever as to the use of the material. Keep away from 
children, animals, or persons that are sensitive to paint or fumes. Fumes 
can be harmful to humans and animals, and can also be �ammable.  

Safety:  A protective respirator can be worn if available. Use product 
with adequate ventilation. Always use rubber gloves. 
Tub Re�nishing, Inc., DBA Munro Products or Munro Bath Systems, is not 
responsible for accidents or misuse of these products or parts and 
materials of this kit. Safety is in the hands of the user. If you are unsure 
about the use or safety of this product please return the unopened and 
unused kits to the supplier. Do not return goods without receiving a 
Return Materials Authorization (RMA) number from Munro Products. All 
returned goods are at the purchasers cost. Opened or used materials will 
be refused for credit. See all MSDS Sheets which are provided and are also 
available via our websites.    http://www.bathtubre�nishingkit.net

Suitability for use: The user is responsible for establishing that these 
products are suitable for the user’s application and that all requirements 
for meeting approvals, standards, codes, disposal, use and regulations of 
any kind are satis�ed. Distributor denies any responsibility for establishing 
suitability of use; where, when, and how the materials from this kit are 
used. Read all information and instruction before use of this product. Use 
Caution!

Tub Re�nishing, Inc. DBA Munro Products, Munro Bath Systems, and 
BathWorks™. BathWorks™ is an exclusive trademark of this company.

For Emergency:   CHEMTREC®  1-800-424-9300



Step 5: Using the tack rag provided rub over the full surface cleaning all 
foreign materials from the bathtub or wall area. The bathtub or wall surface 
should be smooth and ready to be rolled. Any repairs,  if neeeded,  should 
be made to surface before using the tack rag. 

Caution: In the following steps proper ventilation, gloves, and eye wear are 

recommended. Keep all re�nishing kit materials and tools away from children, 

animals, and anyone sensitive to fumes. Some items in the kit are �ammable and 

should be disposed of properly to city or town codes regulating used paint products. 

Use all paint products with caution. 

Step 6: With a paper towel wipe the provided liquid primer on the 
complete bathtub and/or wall surface (if re�nishing wall tile). Dispose of 
moist paper towel in closed plastic bag (to minimize fumes) when �nished. 
Let the primer dry on the surface for 5 minutes.

Step 7: Thoroughly mix together the provided paint materials - Part A 
Color (Re�nishing Paint) & Part B Hardener. Let mixed paint sit for 5 
minutes. For non-slip application, pour approx. 1 oz of mixed paint material 
(part A & part B) into the included non-slip container. Mix thoroughly. Pour 
the non-slip mixture into the center of the tub. Using the provided 3” roller, 
roll an oval or rectangular shape in desired non-slip area. Let set for 10 
minutes. You will have roughly 3 hours to use the product, before it 
becomes unusable. Dispose of unused paint immediately after use. Pour 
the stirred contents into paint tray provided. Note:  Never dry roll - the roller 
should always have a good amount of paint on it. Next, using the included 
foam brush, dab-paint around all edges and areas where the roller will not 
�t. Then, using the included roller, roll the inside walls of the bathtub. Next, 
roll the bottom and up the curves of the bathtub. Remember to use a good 
amount of paint material while rolling…this is very important. Then roll 
the top edge of bathtub (leaving the top deck surface for last). Next, roll the 
front of the bathtub. Finally, roll the top deck surface. 

A second coat can be applied right away following the same pattern. Be 
careful not to lean on wet surfaces. Dispose of all unused materials and 
garbage, as soon as you have completed the job. Keep away from �ames, 
children, animals and those sensitive to paint fumes; obey all city or town 
codes for proper paint disposal.  

Step 8: Waiting at least 45 minutes after you �nish painting, carefully 
remove the tape. Pull tape at a 45 degree angle when removing. Let 
painted bathtub or walls dry 24 hours before using.  Once dry, caulk 
bathtub and walls if needed.  Allow caulk to dry, and rise re�nished �xture 
with warm water before using.

Warning:
Painted bathtubs may become slippery when water and soap are used. You 
can use a Non-Slip Suction Mat, which can be purchased at Munro 
Products for $69.00 & TubWorks® Cleaners are also available at Munro 
Products for $24.00 for 8oz. containers; not including shipping. Munro 
Products to place order on line at www.munroproducts.com. A good 
everyday cleaner available in most stores is Scrubbing-Bubbles®. 

Supplies Included in Kit: 
Paint Tray & Roller, A & B Paint (16oz. total), Tack Rag, Stir Stick, 120 Sand 
Paper, Liquid Primer 1oz. , Etch Cleaner, 4 Rubber Gloves, Directions,  Safety 
Care Tips,  & MSDS Sheets. Note:  Non Slip Additive included in special kits.

Supplies Needed by Customer: Tarp or Sheet, Blue Painters Tape, 
Paper Towel, Trash Bag, Razor Blade Scraper, Hair Dryer or Wet-Vac, & Proper 
Vent or Fan if no window is available. Other protective items you feel 
necessary under your situation.  If Unsure, Don’t Paint, and return kit 
unopened.


